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A B S T R A C T

Playing style recognition is crucially important for style-based adaptation of digital games. Unlike traditional
ways for measuring of styles by means of self-reports, automatic style estimation incorporated into a video
game appears to be a more efficient and ecologically valid method. The article presents a model for in-game
recognition of four playing styles (Competitor, Dreamer, Logician, and Strategist) based on the Kolb's expe-
riential learning theory. The model applies multiple linear regression over task performance metrics as ex-
planatory variables and coefficients found first by a heuristic approach relaying on experience and observation
knowledge of domain experts and, next, estimated by the least squares method. Experiments with the model
implemented within an affectively adaptive video game demonstrated the benefits of emotion-based dynamic
difficulty adjustment over playing outcomes and proved its validity as an accurate instrument for automatic
estimation of both the four playing styles and the learning styles of Honey and Mumford.

© 2017.

1. Introduction

Human personality and player traits are important features of play-
ing characters and offer, together with player's performance and emo-
tional state, a solid groundwork for player-centric game adaptation
(Yannakakis & Paiva, 2014, pp. 459–471). Player-centric models al-
low designers to tailor gameplay to an individual with specific play-
ing style determining player's needs, preferences and motivations
(Magerko, Heeter, Fitzgerald, & Medler, 2008). Adjusting various
features of the game to playing types or styles can increase playing
satisfaction and motivation (Birk, Toker, Mandryk, & Conati, 2015),
and efficacy of playing (Orji, Mandryk, Vassileva, & Gerling, 2013).
Like the game adaptation according to learning style, it can bring bet-
ter learning outcomes (Soflano, Connolly, & Hainey, 2015; Vassileva,
2012).

For achieving style-based adaptation in video gameplay, player's
style should be recognized with an accuracy sufficient for the adap-
tation purposes. Static approaches for style estimation apply calcula-
tion of playing styles from self-report before entering the game (Birk
et al., 2015; Magerko et al., 2008), whereupon the player is not aware
of the process. In contrast to self-reports, automatic recognition of
playing style during the play is much more promising, because it in-
fers the style of the playing person by analyzing individual player in-
teractions and achieved results. Automatic methods may categorize
player's behavior including playing styles by means of self-organiz-
ing maps (Wong, Kim, Han, & Jung, 2009), fuzzy cluster analysis and
hidden Markov models (Etheredge, Lopes, & Bidarra, 2013), or sev
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eral classifiers (Cowley, Charles, Black, & Hickey, 2013). They apply
an analysis of player's behaviors at run time in an implicit way for the
player and provide a basis for dynamic style-based adaptation of vari-
ous features for both games for entertainment and applied games.

The present study aims at automatic in-game recognition of
ADOPTA (ADaptive. technOlogy-enhanced Platform for eduTAin-
ment) playing styles (Aleksieva-Petrova, Petrov, & Bontchev, 2011)
by using performance metrics of appropriate tasks in an adaptive video
game. For improving player's experience and outcomes of task com-
pletion, gameplay difficulty was dynamically adapted based on both
player's skills and manifested emotions inferred by analysis of still fa-
cial expressions (Bontchev, 2016). Playing styles were estimated by
multiple linear regression applying as explanatory variables averaged
normalized result (effectiveness) and time for achieving it, efficiency,
normalized difficulty and effort, and other task completion metrics
specific for each playing style. Regression coefficients were identified
by structured interviews with game-based learning practitioners and,
next, were estimated by the least squares method by comparing the
estimated playing styles with results obtained by online administra-
tion of a playing style questionnaire. ADOPTA playing styles include
Competitor, Dreamer, Logician, and Strategist. They are based on the
Kolb's experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1984) and highly correlate
with learning styles of Honey and Mumford (1992) because both have
the same design base. Their correlations suppose the hypothesis that
a model aimed at recognition of playing styles can be used for pre-
diction of learning styles, as well. Thus, four main research questions
(RQ) were identified here:

• RQ1: How an adaptive video game can implement a model for au-
tomatic recognition of playing styles based on multiple linear re-
gression using performance metrics of game tasks related to specific
style?

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2017.12.040
0747-5632/© 2017.
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• RQ2: What is the effect of affective adaptation of gameplay over
performance metrics of game tasks used as explanatory variables for
estimation of playing style?

• RQ3: What is the accuracy of in-game recognition of playing styles
applying task performance metrics with parameters either quantified
by expert evaluations or estimated by least squares?

• RQ4: How accurately the model for in-game recognition of playing
styles can be used for prediction of learning styles?

The present work provides answers to the four research questions
stated above. Its main contribution lies in the conceived model for an
in-game recognition of the ADOPTA playing styles based on multi-
ple linear regression over appropriate metrics of player performance
related to a specific style and applied as explanatory variables. The
practical experiments with an in-game implementation of the model
proved that the multiple linear regression over task performance met-
rics appears to be an appropriate method for an ecologically valid
automatic recognition of playing styles (RQ1). We found the affec-
tive adaptation mode brings statistically significant improvements in
task effectiveness, efficiency and difficulty metrics (RQ2). Next, we
discovered that the model with regression coefficients calculated by
structured interviews can recognize playing style with less average ac-
curacy (71.19%) than that one with coefficients optimized by the least
squares method using styles measured by a questionnaire as train-
ing dataset and having an average accuracy of 76.51% (RQ3). Fi-
nally, we found the average accuracy of Honey and Mumford's learn-
ing style prediction by the structured interviews regression model to
be 79.50% and that of the least squares regression model to amount
to 82.71% (RQ4). Thus, both the models for in-game recognition of
playing styles can be used for an accurate prediction of learning styles.

The next section provides a description of previous works related
to approaches for defining playing types and styles. It presents exist-
ing playing style families including styles based on the Kolb's experi-
ential learning theory. Methods for calculation of styles from self-re-
port are juxtaposed to automatic recognition of playing style during
the game. Section 3 explains the model applying multiple linear re-
gression for estimating ADOPTA playing style and its implementation
within an adaptive video game named ‘Rush for Gold’. The game con-
tains shooting, discovering, puzzle solving and planning tasks adapted
to both player's skills and emotions inferred by facial expressions.
Section 4 outlines the experimental work concerning materials, pro-
cedure, and participants of two experiments: one intended to validate
calculation of playing styles using regressions determined by struc-
tured interviews and to optimize them for playing in affectively adap-
tive mode, and another conducted to validate playing style recognition
applying the optimized regression coefficients. Next section presents
the beneficial effect of affective adaptation concerning player's out-
comes and provides results and analysis of automatic recognition of
playing styles, with an ability to predict learning styles, as well. The
last three sections are dedicated to a discussion of achieved results,
limitations of the study, and final concluding remarks.

2. Background

2.1. Playing styles

In last decades, various models of playing styles were proposed
aiming to model “human personality in a game playing context”
(Stewart, 2011). Playing style models have their origin in the oldest
typology for play proposed by Caillois and including four different
forms of playing behavior (Caillois & Barash, 1961): Agon (games of

competition), Alea (games of chance), Mimicry (role-playing games),
and Ilinx (games inducing vertigo and other effects altering percep-
tion). Next, Malone (1981) defined a theory of intrinsically motivating
instruction including three basic issues creating fun in digital games:
challenge, extrinsic and intrinsic fantasy, and sensory and cognitive
curiosity. Both the Caillois' forms of playing and the Malone's cate-
gories of challenge, fantasy, and curiosity serve as patterns of play. At
the same time, they are closed to the Four Fun Keys of Lazzaro (2008)
comprising hard fun (associated with challenges for achieving goals
in the game), easy fun (linked to exploratory playful behavior), seri-
ous fun (related to playing for gaining rich gaming experiences while
escaping from the real world), and people fun (originating from either
collaborative or competitive play in multiplayer games). Altogether,
these theories provided a basis for a further definition of playing types
or styles.

Magerko et al. (2008) distinguished playing types (defined as per-
sistent traits of the player) from playing styles treating “motivations
as a more temporary state, with an implication that players may adopt
different play styles in different games or at different times”. There-
fore, the playing style of an individual is to be defined concern-
ing the context of given game type and for a particular period of
time. Especially in the context of massively multiplayer online games,
Richard Bartle (1996) coined four types of playing: killers (imposing
themselves on other players by active and predominant play experi-
ence), achievers (collect game assets by overcoming gameplay chal-
lenges), explorers (eager to discover the game world), and socializ-
ers (making closer relationships with other players). Yee (2006) pro-
posed a 40 items questionnaire based on Bartle's player types and
related to player motivation, and administered it to more than three
thousands of role-playing gamers. He found these playing styles have
been not independent but correlated each other and recognized three
main components of player motivation: achievement (incl. advance-
ments, mechanics, and competition); social component (incl. social-
izing, relationships, and teamwork); and immersion (incl. discovery,
role-playing, and customization). Next, Klawe (1999) reported two
playing types adopted by children while playing educational computer
game: some pursue a fast win in the game, while others are more in-
clined in exploring the game world. Heeter and Winn (2008) explored
playing styles based on the speed of play (committing many mis-
takes versus trying to avoid mistakes) and success in problem-solv-
ing (achievers versus explorers), within educational game context.
Magerko et al. (2008) supposed that both achievement-oriented and
performance-avoidance (trying to avoid failure instead to seek suc-
cess) playing styles are about an extrinsically motivated gameplay,
while explorers and immersion players suppose intrinsically moti-
vated gameplay.

In contrast with the modeling approaches outlined over and ded-
icated to a specific game type context, other playing style typolo-
gies were proposed based on psychometric approaches to personal-
ity assessment. The first demographic game design (DGD1) player
typology was suggested by Bateman and Boon (2005) as a deriva-
tion from Myers-Briggs typology and Jung's temperament theory. It
describes four, non-orthogonal player's types and gameplay prefer-
ences associated to them: conquerors (very competitive and domi-
nant goal-oriented players eager to win), managers (process-oriented
players enjoying enhancing and practicing their mastery), wander-
ers (looking for enjoyment and rich experiences), and participants
(interested in social interactions). Nest to DGD1, a second demo-
graphic game design (DGD2) player model was conceived related to
the Temperament theory and containing logistical, tactical, strategic,
and diplomatic player types (Bateman, Lowenhaupt, & Nacke, 2011).
Recently, the BrainHex model was suggested by Nacke, Bateman,
and Mandryk (2013) with aiming at a typology of playing preferences
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combining findings from demographic game design with neurobiolog-
ical factors and containing archetypes of a particular player experi-
ence, such as seekers, survivals, daredevils, masterminds, conquerors,
socializers, and achievers. Stewart (2011) proposed a unified model of
personality and play styles regarding the four Keirsey's temperaments
(Keirsey, 1998) as supersets of the Bartle's styles.

The present study aims at an automatic, in-game recognition of
playing styles based on the Kolb's experiential learning theory, which
at the same time provides the opportunity to predict the learning style
of the player.

2.2. Playing styles based on the Kolb's experiential learning theory

While discussing playing style with regard to motivation, Magerko
et al. (2008) view motivation as “a central correlate to learning”,
which makes a parallel between playing and learning styles. Curry
(1981) defined learning style as “characteristic cognitive, effective,
and psychosocial behaviors that serve as relatively stable indicators of
how learners perceive, interact with, and respond to the learning envi-
ronment”. The integrated process of comprehension, interaction, and
response to the learning environment was generalized by Kolb (1984)
as a creation of knowledge through a transformation of experience.
The Kolb's experiential learning theory defines a four stages cycle of
effective learning involving individual progress from (1) concrete ex-
perience (CE), followed by (2) reflective observation (RO), resulting
in (3) abstract conceptualization (AC), giving rise to (4) active experi-
mentation (AE). Based on this transformation of experience, Kolb de-
fines his Learning Style Inventory over two-dimensional space with a
Processing Continuum over the horizontal axis and a Perception Con-
tinuum over the vertical axis. It including four learning styles: ac-
commodator (from AE to CE), diverger (from CE to RO), assimilator
(from RO to AC), and converger (from AC to AE).

On the top of the Kolb's Learning Style Inventory, Honey and
Mumford (1992) built their Learning Style Questionnaire (LSQ),
which involves four distinct styles of learning: activists (learning by
experience), reflectors (learning from reflective observations), the-
orists (learning from analyzing interrelationships), and pragmatics
(learning from acting and aiming at practical outcomes). In a simi-
lar way, Aleksieva-Petrova et al. (2011) applied the Kolb's space of
processing and perception continuums as a two-dimensional basis for
defining four styles but in a different context - that of playing games.
They created the ADOPTA family of playing styles especially for
run-time control of decision making in educational games similarly to
dynamic adaptation of courseware delivery. ADOPTA includes four
playing styles as follows:

• Competitors – players relying mostly on their intuition and tak-
ing great risks that seem to them reasonable; skilled in fast prob-
lem-solving by trial and error methods; good in critical situations
during game requiring preservation of composure and self-control;
prefer to start active playing as soon as possible; outlined by the oth-
ers as the most active players.

• Dreamers – players preferring to observe the play instead to control
it; like guided gameplay and staying at given game level until mas-
tering it sufficiently; need to see different perspectives about game
missions and to consider them carefully; open-hearted about their
feelings; prefer to observe and to listen to the arguments of the oth-
ers; fond of social interaction, diplomacy and negotiation; like play-
ing with clear game scenarios instead emergent gameplay.

• Logicians – like logic, analyses and pattern-based approaches for
task completion; possess good spatial awareness and contextual

thinking; learn the intricacies of each game rule and apply them for
each move in a rational and perfect way; assemble the facts into a
coherent rational scheme useful for further synthesis of game tactics
and strategies; do not trust directly arguments and assumptions of
the others; try to establish and impose rational, structural time-based
approaches; converge existing opinions and ideas in a logical and
uncontroversial way.

• Strategists – like resolving complex problems within a game in a
most effective way; try to find practical ways to fulfil the game tasks
on time; seek opportunities to apply them for reaching practical out-
comes; have long-term thinking when planning their strategies and
like decision-making, testing hypotheses, and seeing the practical
consequences of their experiments and actions taken; never betray
their realism and have good management skills.

The four playing styles are presented in Fig. 1 together with the de-
fined of Honey and Mumford's learning styles of Reflector, Theorist,
Activist, and Pragmatist, on the top of the Kolb's Learning Style In-
ventory. Table 1 defines the mapping between Honey and Mumford's
learning styles and playing styles of ADOPTA and Bartle.

ADOPTA playing styles, together with Honey and Mumford's
learning styles were used for dynamic selection of learning objects
in an adaptive game-based learning (Vassileva, 2012). Next, a play-
ing style questionnaire (ADOPTA PSQ) with 40 dichotomous items
about the ADOPTA playing styles was administered to 260 subjects
and was proven for having acceptable validity (Cronbach's alpha av-
eraged for all the styles equal to 0.73289) and good test-retest reli-
ability. However, both playing and learning styles should be recog-
nized in an ecological and more efficient way than by means of ques

Fig. 1. The four ADOPTA playing styles together with the learning styles of Honey and
Mumford and of Kolb.

Table 1
Relationships between Honey and Mumford's learning styles and playing styles of
ADOPTA and Bartle.

Honey and
Mumford Learns by ADOPTA Bartle

Activist hand–eye coordination, planning and
strategizing, problem-solving, teamwork,
with ability to think quickly

Competitor Killer

Theorist logically entering problems step-by-step,
with spatial awareness plus verbal and
numeracy skills

Logician Explorer

Pragmatist planning, decision-making, testing
hypotheses, strategic thinking,
management tasks

Strategist Achiever

Reflector observing and listening to the arguments of
the others in social interactions based on
diplomacy and negotiation

Dreamer Socializer
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tionnaires, such as within the process of playing a game or studying a
subject.

2.3. Recognition of playing styles

Accurate and efficient recognition of playing styles is crucially
important for creating digital games with style-based adaptation. For
finding the playing style of an individual player, two types of ap-
proaches can be undertaken:

1. Measurement of playing styles by means of self-report data – the
player has to fill in a pre-game questionnaire and his/her playing
style will be calculated before entering the game (Birk et al., 2015;
Magerko et al., 2008).

2. Automatic recognition of playing style during the play – the game
can infer the style of the playing person by analyzing individual
player's interactions and achieved results.
The first approach requires additional time to complete the ques-

tionnaire and suffers from possibly subjective self-assessment of the
player. Magerko et al. (2008) designed a learning mini-game with in-
telligently adapted gameplay according to learning style of individual
players. Authors identified and adapted six game features to intrin-
sically motivated explorers, extrinsically motivated performance-ap-
proaching achievers, and extrinsically motivated loss-avoiding win-
ners. Individual playing type was determined by a questionnaire and
was used to assign adaptable game features to the player of this type.
Recently, multiple linear regression was applied to reveal how per-
sonality and player traits in an ecologically valid video game context
moderate the established link between need satisfaction and motiva-
tion (Birk et al., 2015). Authors assessed player-centric and personal-
ity traits with surveying players by several questionnaires with vali-
dated scale.

The advantage of the second approach – addressed by the current
study – consists in the implicit recognition of styles, whereupon the
player is not aware of the process. Wong et al. (2009) applied a self-or-
ganizing map to categorize similar player's behaviors in real time. By
means of unsupervised clustering, they grouped data about player's
styles and used it for a non-invasive game adaptation. Etheredge et
al. (2013) applied fuzzy cluster analysis and a hidden Markov model
for classifying players' behavior in any type of adaptive games. Their
method is generic, because it is focused neither on a specific family
of playing styles nor on a fixed game type. Cowley et al. (2013) sug-
gested automatic classification of DGD player types in the context of
playing the Pac-Man game. Authors determined DGD type of each in-
dividual player by administrating the DGD questionnaire and, next,
found and monitored game metrics and features relevant to specific
behavioral traits in order to use gained training data for machine learn-
ing in real time with several classifiers for dichotomous classification
(e.g., manager or not manager), with a maximal accuracy of 72%.

Thus, the approach for automatic classification of player behavior
by analyzing individual player's interactions during the game has been
implemented by automatic classification of game metrics and features
relevant to specific behavioral traits. The present study applies run
time linear regression calculation of playing styles using metrics of
player's behavior in a game context, in order to achieve a novel, accu-
rate in-game recognition of playing styles, together with prediction of
learning styles.

2.4. Linear regression used for game adaptation

Simple linear regression represents an approach for modeling lin-
ear relationship between a dependent variable and one independent
(explanatory) variable (Freedman, 2009, p. 26). In case of more than
one explanatory variable, the model is called multiple linear regres-
sion. It presents the dependency in the form of a linear predictor func-
tion described as:

where y is dependent variable, and xk (k = 1÷M) are independent vari-
ables. The vector of the regression coefficients including a free term
(intercept) Q = [q1, q2, …, qM, qM+1] determines the regression slope.

The equation (1) should cover with minimal error data accumu-
lated for different subjects. Thus, the model (1) is described in a ma-
trix form as:

where Y = [y1, y2, …, yN]T is a data vector of the values of depen-
dent variable, X is N x M data matrix of explanatory variables val-
ues, where N is the number of the data in the data set that corresponds
to the number of game players and M is the number of independent
model variables. Generally, there are two possible ways to determine
the unknown vector Q. The first one is a fully heuristic approach that
relays on existing experience and observation knowledge of domain
experts. The other approach applies an optimization procedure to the
matrix equation (2). For this purpose, a training data set used and the
model have to be investigated to predict the validation data set. Both
the approaches for estimation of the unknown model coefficients were
investigated in this research.

In affectively adaptive games, linear regression was applied as a
method for estimating player's emotions based on physiological mea-
surements (Novak, Mihelj, & Munih, 2012). Toups et al. (2006) em-
ployed linear regression with measurements of electrodermal activ-
ity (EDA) and electromyography as independent variables to adjust
game mechanics by means of manually set regression coefficients.
Fairclough and Venables (2006) applied multiple regression analyses
based on various psychophysiological explanatory variables, for pre-
dicting variance of task engagement and distress produced by solv-
ing computer tasks. Fairclough and Gilleade (2012) adjusted the speed
of falling Tetris blocks according to player's boredom, engagement,
and overload estimated linearly by means of electroencephalographic
measures. Nogueira, Rodrigues, and Oliveira (2013) used player's
arousal and emotional valence as dependent variable and skin conduc-
tance, heart rate, and facial electromyography as explanatory variables
for physiological emotion recognition. They employed the normalized
residual sum of squares as a relative indicator of the model's error to
merge various regression outputs in real-time and reported accuracy
ratings of 85% for arousal and 78% for valence.

All the approaches cited over applied linear regression for estima-
tion of player's affect based on physiological features. In contrast with
them, the present work uses the same method for estimation of other
player's characteristics - namely the playing style - by using appropri-
ate gameplay metrics.

(1)

(2)
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3. Video game for recognition of playing styles

3.1. Data model development

The present data model applies multiple linear regression for esti-
mating ADOPTA playing styles described in section 2.2. In equation
(2), we denote Xi as a data matrix formed by values of appropriate
gameplay metrics (explanatory variables) collected during the game
sessions of different players, and Yi as a data vector of the respective
style measured by self-report using ADOPTA PSQ. Note that here the
index i = [C, D, L, S] includes the four playing styles – Competitor,
Dreamer, Logician, and Strategist, as four different models are to be
established.

At the model development stage, the explanatory (independent)
variables are to be identified according to the specifics of each
ADOPTA playing style. For this purpose, discussions and semi-struc-
tured qualitative interviews (Edwards & Holland, 2013) were carried
out with seven game-based learning practitioners. In the course of the
discussions, it was clarified that all the playing styles can be estimated
through key performance indicators of game tasks corresponding to
each one style, including task result (effect), task efficiency (ratio be-
tween performance and particular effort), and task difficulty. While
efficiency varies from 0 to 1, result and difficulty of task execution
should be normalized for having values in the range of [0, 1]. Thus,
there were identified three explanatory variables, as follows:

• Average normalized total result (effectiveness) in %:
Rnorm = Ncollected/12 (collected bars of gold for all the task divided to
the maximal possible number of bars of gold)

• Average efficiency in %: AE (ratio between number of solved tasks
and number of all trials to solve the tasks)

• Average normalized difficulty in %: ADnorm (average difficulty for
all performed tasks of given type divided to the maximal possible
difficulty for these tasks)

By means of these explanatory variables and applying equation (1),
the estimation for the first three playing style is:

? Competitor:
RC = QC1

∗ RCnorm + QC2
∗ AEC + QC3

∗ ADCnorm + QC4
? Dreamer: RD = QD1

∗ RDnorm + QD2
∗ AED + QD3

∗ ADDnorm + QD4
? Logician: RL = QL1

∗ RLnorm + QL2
∗ AEL + QL3

∗ ADLnorm + QL4

For estimating the Competitor, Dreamer, and Logician style, at-
tracting and easy game tasks can be simply conceived, for example,
as tasks of shooting, discovering, and puzzle solving type. However,
game tasks for Strategists require strategic vision and both effective
and efficient decision-making throughout the overall game session.
Therefore, the Strategist style appeared to depend on average time ef-
fectiveness and efficiency, normalized difficulty and normalized effort
for all type of tasks. As well, the Strategist style is dependent on the
normalized numbers of both planning and monitoring events. Hence,
for this style we have to account the following explanatory variables:

• Relative normalized time for achieved overall result: TREL = (SES-
SION_TIME_MAX + SESSION_TIME_MIN − session
time) / SESSION_TIME_MAX ∗ Rnorm

• Average efficiency for all the shooting/discovering/solving tasks in
%: AEALL

• Average normalized difficulty for all the shooting/discovering/solv-
ing tasks in %: ADALLnorm

• Normalized number of planning events (changes in strategic plan-
ning divided to the maximal number of changes):
NPLANnorm = NPLANchanges / NPLANchanges_max

• Normalized number of plan checking events (checks of strategic
planning divided to the maximal number of checks):
NCHECKnorm = NPLANchecks / NPLANchecks_max

• Average normalized effort for all the shooting/discovering/solving
tasks in %: AEFFALLnorm = (NtrialsC + NtrialsD + NtrialsL) / 3 / AEFFmax

Thus, the strategic playing style can be estimated according to
equation (1) by six independent variables:

? Strate-
gist: RS = QS1

∗ TREL + QS2
∗ AEALL + QS3

∗ ADALL + QS4
∗ NPLANnorm + QS5

∗ NCHECKnorm + QS6
∗ AEFFALLnorm + QS7

3.2. Gameplay design

For practical estimation of the playing styles outlined over by mul-
tiple linear regression using key performance indicators of game tasks,
the ‘Rush for Gold’ action video game was created. For estimating the
Competitor, Dreamer, and Logician style, the game contains shooting,
discovering, and puzzle solving tasks. All the tasks aim explicitly at
collecting of gold bars in an Egyptian temple. Each task challenges
knowledge and intellectual abilities of the player according to a spe-
cific playing style. Shooting tasks require hitting and collecting at least
two and no more than six of the gold bars flying near the ceiling of the
temple (Fig. 2). Tasks for discovering imply finding gold bars hidden
at secret places at the temple, while the third group of tasks requires
solving logic puzzles for receiving gold bullions.

Besides these explicit tasks, ‘Rush for Gold’ includes also some
implicit tasks, such doing strategic planning and monitoring of play-
ing activities by means of a Strategy Management Table (SMT). As
shown in Fig. 2, SMT provides three rows for planning number of gold
bars for the explicit tasks. As well, SMT reports average efficiency
(AE) of task performance of tasks as a ratio between hit bars and total
number of shots (for shooting tasks); found bars divided by number
of passes near hidden gold bullions until finding and collecting them
(for discovering tasks); and number of right answers divided by total
number of answers tried by the player (for solving tasks). Both SMT
planning and monitoring are not mandatory but participate as explana-
tory variables in linear regression for estimating the Strategist style.

In order to improve player's experience and outcomes of task com-
pletion, affective adjustment of gameplay was applied together with
performance-based adaptation. The affectively adapted version of the
‘Rush for Gold’ game uses dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) ac-
cording to player's emotions (Chang, 2013) inferred by analysis of
still facial expressions (Bontchev, 2016). According to both player's
skill acquisition and inferred emotions, the method of DDA adapts dy-
namically level of task difficulty applying linear regressions with spe-
cific threshold values (Bontchev & Vassileva, 2016) in a way sim-
ilar to the approaches outlined in section 2.4. With the increase of
player's positive emotions, hidden bars of gold appear are moved
to more hidden places in order to be more difficult for discovering.
As well, when affectation level becomes higher, flying gold bullions
change their velocity and acceleration set initially according to play-
er's performance. In contrast to shooting and discovering tasks, puz-
zle solving tasks apply affect-based adaptation statically, i.e. only
when selecting new puzzle to be shown in the game, because replac
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Fig. 2. A view of the ‘Rush for Gold’ game with shown SMT.

ing shown puzzle by another with different difficulty would embarrass
the player.

4. Experimental work

Two practical experiments with the ‘Rush for Gold’ game were
conducted. The purpose of the first experiment was to determine the
model for in-game calculation of playing styles using regression coef-
ficients found by structured interviews with experts and, next, to op-
timize the model for playing in affectively adaptive mode. The sec-
ond experiment aimed at validation of the optimized coefficients and
the effect of affective adaptation on player's outcomes by playing the
same adaptive video game.

4.1. Materials

For conducting both the experiments, an experimental setup was
assembled on a single gamer laptop with 15” LCD using a Logitech
wireless mouse and the custom EDA measuring device. The software
included an affectively adapted version of ‘Rush for Gold’ video game
with both performance-based and affective adaptation of game tasks
and visual effects as described in (Bontchev & Vassileva, 2016). Play-
er's emotions were inferred by both EDA signal and still face expres-
sions in a time window of 10s (Bontchev, 2016). ‘Rush for Gold’
was applied for automatic recognition of playing and learning styles,
which were communicated to an educational maze game with lean-
ing content about strategic business management adapted to the recog-
nized individual style. Both ‘Rush for Gold’ and the maze video game
were developed by means of the Brainstorm eStudio platform1 using
music, textures and 3D visual objects specially designed for this pur-
pose.

For each participant, the playing style recognized implicitly dur-
ing the game was compared to self-reported styles calculated by ad-
ministering online two 40 items questionnaires: Honey and Mumford's
learning style questionnaire (LSQ) and ADOPTA PSQ.

1 http://www.brainstorm.es/products/estudio/.

4.2. Procedure

The experimental procedure consisted of a selection of volunteers
for participation in the experiment, gaming sessions' appointment,
individual explanation and demonstration, informed consent proce-
dure, game sessions, and post-game self-reporting by filling online a
joint questionnaire. Each individual participant signed a consent form
(translated in Bulgarian). Next, for calibration of the EDA measuring
device, he/she was asked to spend 2min in relaxation with electrodes
placed at the middle and ring fingers, while listening to calm music
and watching playing instructions. Thereafter, the player performed
a short assisted training session playing ‘Rush for Gold’ followed by
two game sessions in random order – one without and another with
affective adaptation control, without imposing any time constraints.
No background music was played during the sessions other than game
music and shooting and hitting event-related sounds.

After all gaming sessions, each player was asked to fill in an on-
line compound questionnaire containing a player demography sec-
tion, questions about previous gaming experience and amount of video
gameplay, ADOPTA 40 items PSQ, and questions about affective
game adaptation. For the first experiment, Honey and Mumford's 40
items LSQ was included, as well. In the end, the participant was asked
to share his/her personal impressions of all the phases of the experi-
ment.

4.3. Participants

Both the practical experiments with the ‘Rush for Gold’ games
were conducted at the Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics at Sofia
University, Bulgaria. For the first experiment (aimed at model deter-
mination), there were selected 34 volunteers among students and lec-
turers in informatics (age statistics: M = 26.85, SD = 10.48; gender bal-
ance: 18 men and 16 women). 76% of them had previous gaming ex-
perience on an average of 2–3h per week. About 60% of all partici-
pants reported to play up to 10h per game on average and, as well, no
more than 3 games per year.

30 volunteers took part in the second experiment used for model
validation (age statistics: M = 31.87, SD = 10.05; gender balance: 18
men and 12 women). 90% of them are experienced in gaming, but
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taking mostly several hours per week. As for the first experiments, the
majority of the participants appeared to be moderate players.

5. Results and analysis

5.1. Model identification

For identifying preliminary values of the correlation coefficients
Qk, a qualitative study applying structured interviews (SI) was car-
ried out (Edwards & Holland, 2013) with seven game-based learn-
ing practitioners. For the Competitor, Dreamer, and Logician playing
styles all interviewees agree on coefficients Q1 = 40%, Q2 = 30%, and
Q3 = 40%. However, they had different visions about the assessment
of the Strategist style and, thus, suggested different values for coeffi-
cients Q1÷Q6 for Strategist. Therefore, mean values for Q1÷Q6 were
applied for the game-based playing style estimation. The left part of
Table 2 presents all the coefficients of the multiple linear regression
models found by structured interviews. The coefficients Q1÷Q6 used
for estimating Strategist are given as mean values followed by respec-
tive standard deviation given in brackets. The free coefficients (inter-
cepts) for the model determined by structured interviews (Q4 for the
first three styles and Q7 for Strategist) were found as a difference be-
tween the mean of the estimated values and the mean of the styles cal-
culated by administrating the ADOPTA PSQ to 34 subjects.

Next, linear regression coefficients were estimated by the least
squares (LS) method (van de Geer, 2001) using playing styles values
found by ADOPTA PSQ. The linear least squares method applied for
the matrix equation (2) estimates the respective coefficients vectors Qi
by the formula:

The training dataset denoted as represents results obtained
by ADOPTA PSQ. For the model identification experiment, the vec-
tor is of size N = 34 and the matrix Xi has a size 34× 4 for the
Competitor, Dreamer, Logician styles, and 34× 7 for Strategist.

The right part of Table 2 presents the linear regression coeffi-
cients estimated by the LS method using playing styles measured by
ADOPTA PSQ. Both the linear regression coefficients found by SI
and optimized by LS were applied next for recognition of playing and
learning styles.

After determining linear regression coefficients by means of both
SI and LS methods, we studied the effect of affective gameplay adap-
tation on performance metrics of game tasks used as explanatory vari-
ables (vector Xi) for estimation of each playing style, whereupon
the estimated style is compared to the style measured by ADOPTA
PSQ (vector Yi for i = [C, D, L, S]). We compared these performance

metrics obtained from game playing session without and with affec-
tive adaptation control. Table 3 presents relative improvements in
effectiveness, efficiency, and difficulty of shooting, discovering and
solving tasks thanks to the affective adaptation of gameplay. For each
type of task, the relative improvement is calculated as mean of differ-
ences between the metric in adaptive and non-adaptive mode divided
to the metric value in non-adaptive mode. Paired two-tailed T-tests
for metrics of shooting, discovering and puzzle solving task show sta-
tistically significant improvements (given in bold in the table) only
for efficiency and difficulty of both shooting and discovering tasks,
for the effectiveness of discovering and for puzzle solving efficiency.
Cohen d values indicating the standardized difference between their
means confirms an effect size between small and median (Rosenthal,
1996). The relative improvement in efficiency and difficulty can be
explained by the positive effect of affect-based DDA on task perfor-
mance, whereupon hard tasks become easier with manifested nega-
tive emotions (sadness, fear, anger, or disgust) and vice versa. The ef-
fectiveness of discovering tasks improves in adaptive mode because
hidden gold bars become easier for finding when the player looks for
them a long time and displays a higher negative affect. The same con-
siderations are valid for the relative improvements found in metrics for
the Strategist style (Table 4). While average efficiency and difficulty
are increased in affective adaptation mode at a level of significance
p< .01 and with medium effect size, the average effort is strongly de-
creased with at a level of significance p< .0000 and with very large
effect size (Rosenthal, 1996). Although session time is decreased due
to affective adaptation, relative time was found to be higher because it
depends linearly on the normalized total result. The processes of plan-
ning and monitoring the plan are not significantly improved by the af-
fective adaptation because both they do not depend on it.

Fig. 3 represents box plots of playing styles estimated with regres-
sion coefficients found by structured interviews and least squares. For
each of the first three styles, the couples of box plots have similar me-
dians, interquartile ranges (IQRs), whiskers and, for Dreamer and Lo-
gician, outliers. The box plots of Strategists estimated by SI and LS
have some differences, however, with very small effect size - Cohen's
d appears to be 0.00028.

The accuracy of the multiple linear regression models with coeffi-
cients found by SI and LS methods was estimated using several sta-
tistics. Table 5 present maximal absolute error as the maximal ab-
solute difference between estimated percent value and reported per-
cent value for the style and root mean square error (RMSE), together
with correlations of estimated with reported values for all the four
styles. Pearson r shows high and statistically significant correlations
(p< .0000). Next, the table presents calculated values of r2 (coeffi-
cient of determination) and adjusted r2 providing a measure of the
global fit of the models. According to the values of adjusted r2, the
unexplained variance of the Strategist model is higher than one of the
other models. On the other hand, for Strategists estimated by six ex

Table 2
Coefficients of multiple linear regression models found by structured interviews and least squares method.

Model Coeff. Structured Interviews Least Squares

Competitor Dreamer Logician Strategist Competitor Dreamer Logician Strategist

Q1 40 40 40 31.5714 (3,3320) 52.1160 38.3904 38.1276 34.3494
Q2 30 30 30 19.5714 (0,7284) 41.3919 46.7008 31.7610 31.9130
Q3 30 30 30 32.1428 (2,6954) 12.6015 14.2393 41.3875 55.0562
Q4 4.7008 6.8378 1.5480 4.7142 (0,4518) −0.6350 −7.2846 −8.7434 4.1748
Q5 3.8571 (0,9897) 4.3702
Q6 8.1428 (0,3499) 16.7511
Q7 −5.3133 −26.3698

(3)
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Table 3
Relative improvements in task effectiveness, efficiency and difficulty due to affective
adaptation.

Statistic Metrics of shooting, discovering and solving tasks

Effectiveness Efficiency Difficulty

Shooting task improvement 7.56% 16.89% 6.19%
p 0.0832 0.0104 0.0351
d 0.2293 0.3025 0.2356
Discovering task improvement 9.09% 8.61% 4.45%
p 0.0194 0.0017 0.0185
d 0.3999 0.3337 0.3422
Solving task improvement 6.08% 21.12% 2.64%
p 0.0831 0.0054 0.1775
d 0.2414 0.3149 0.1631

Table 4
Relative improvements in metrics for the Strategist style.

Statistic Metrics for the Strategist style

Relative
time

Average
efficiency

Average
difficulty Plans

Plan
checks

Average
effort

Increase
(%)

8.46 14.65 4.76 7.32 2.04 −51.81

p 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.3246 0.6614 0.0000
d 0.3858 0.4656 0.4386 0.1003 0.0284 −1.2690

Fig. 3. Playing styles estimated with regression coefficients found by structured inter-
views (SI) and least squares (LS).

planatory variables, we received a worse global fit: Pearson r = 0.6432,
r2 = 0.4137, and adjusted r2 = 0.3090.

It is interesting to point out that the proposals of game-based learn-
ing practitioners are not too far from the optimal regression coeffi-
cients found by the LS method. We performed Student's two-tailed
paired T-test and received statistically significant differences of means
for Dreamer and Logician (Table 6), however, the effect size of the
difference of mean values is very small (d< 0.20). Therefore,

both the methods enable to grasp the dependency between the metrics
and corresponding style in a simple and intuitive way.

Figs. 4–7 illustrate the obtained model results respectively for the
Competitor, Dreamer, Logician, and Strategist style. The first image
of each figure presents the absolute errors calculated for each sub-
ject as a difference between questionnaire data and respective model
value. The second figure of each style shows the estimated results by
both LS and SI models against the PSQ survey data.

Table 7 presents correlations of reported playing styles (measured
by the ADOPTA PSQ) with learning styles (measured by the Honey
and Mumford's LSQ) together with calculated effect size (Cohen's d).
As expected, playing styles are highly correlated with learning styles
(with p-values less than 0.00005), which can be explained by the fact
both they are based on the Kolb's experiential learning theory.

Thanks to the high correlation between ADOPTA playing styles
and learning styles of Honey and Mumford, we can expect that lin-
ear regressions for playing style estimation are able to predict learning
styles, as well. This is crucially important for style-based adaptation
in educational games. Table 8 presents statistics about the prediction
of learning style by the playing style calculated through linear regres-
sions using SI and LS coefficients. In contrast with estimation of play-
ing styles, here the regressions with coefficients found by LS appear
to have higher maximal absolute errors. Correlations and adjusted r2

are lower than these shown in Table 5. The last line presents the ac-
curacy of learning style prediction calculated as complementary to the
model's error indicated by the normalized RMSE as in (Nogueira et
al., 2013). For all the learning styles, regression coefficients calculated
by the LS method lead to better accuracy.

5.2. Model validation

While the first experiment was used to determine regression co-
efficients for calculation of playing styles and to optimize them for
playing in affectively adaptive mode, the second experiment was con-
ducted to validate playing style recognition applying the optimized re-
gression coefficients. Table 9 presents statistics about playing style
prediction for the validation experiment. Results for the Logician style
appear to be better for regression coefficients found by SI than these
optimized by the LS method, which can be due to the relatively small
number of participants (N = 30). The last line shows the accuracy of
playing style prediction as complementary to the model's error indi-
cated by the normalized RMSE. Paired T-tests performed on the ac-
curacy scores show there is a statistically significant difference in cal-
culation of all playing styles and, therefore, prove that the LS method
performs better than SI (p< .05 for Competitor and Dreamer; p< .0001
for Logician and Strategist). As a whole, the accuracy of playing style
recognition is very similar to that one of learning style prediction pre-
sented in Table 8.

Table 5
Statistical measures of the model accuracy of playing style recognition.

Statistics Competitor Dreamer Logician Strategist

SI LS SI LS SI LS SI LS

MAE 33.3333 28.6342 27.8000 28.9975 21.5000 20.4343 30.9209 24.9769
RMSE 11.2886 10.5522 9.2546 8.8952 8.7664 8.5873 12.9998 12.4741
r 0.7916 0.8269 0.7698 0.7921 0.8286 0.8817 0.6329 0.7130
r2 0.6266 0.6839 0.5927 0.6276 0.6866 0.7774 0.4006 0.5084
adjusted r2 0.6025 0.6635 0.5664 0.6035 0.6663 0.7630 0.2936 0.3241

MAE – maximal absolute error.
RMSE – root mean square error.
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Table 6
Statistical comparison of mean values of playing styles obtained by SI and LS.

Statistic
Competitor SI/
LS

Dreamer SI/
LS

Logician SI/
LS

Strategist SI/
LS

p (T ≤ t) two-
tail

0.0886 0.0268 0.0001 0.9951

paired SD 14.5616 10.9836 15.6836 9.6082
Cohen d 0.0804 0.0870 −0.0701 0.0003

6. Discussion

Results presented in the previous section provide eloquent an-
swers to the research questions stated in the introduction. With re-
gard to the first question (RQ1), multiple linear regression over perfor-
mance metrics of game tasks related to specific style appears to be an

appropriate method for an ecologically valid automatic recognition of
playing styles. The first experiment proved that the model with re-
gression coefficients found by a heuristic approach relaying on ex-
perience and observation knowledge of domain experts can recog-
nize playing style with similar statistical measures as that one with
coefficients optimized by the least squares method using styles mea-
sured by ADOPTA PSQ as training dataset (Table 5). Therefore, both
the heuristic and optimized regression models present well the depen-
dency between the task metrics and corresponding style.

The second research question (RQ2) looks for the effect of af-
fective gameplay adaptation on performance metrics of game tasks
used as explanatory variables for estimation of playing style. Relative
statistically significant improvements in task effectiveness, efficiency
and difficulty (Table 3) and in some metrics for the Strategist style
(Table 4) in affective adaptation mode have from small to medium ef-
fect size and reveal the beneficiary effect of affect-based DDA. Re-
placement of still facial expressions applied as a basis for affective

Fig. 4. Errors and playing styles for Competitor obtained by questionnaire, structured interviews and least squares.

Fig. 5. Errors and playing styles for Dreamer obtained by questionnaire, structured interviews and least squares.

Fig. 6. Errors and playing styles for Logician obtained by questionnaire, structured interviews and least squares.
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Fig. 7. Errors and playing styles for Strategist obtained by questionnaire, structured interviews and least squares.

Table 7
Correlations of reported playing styles (ADOPTA PSQ) with learning styles (Honey
and Mumford's LSQ).

Learning style Playing style r d

Activist Competitor 0.8379 0.0318
Reflector Discoverer 0.8144 0.2240
Theorist Logician 0.7230 0.2491
Pragmatist Strategist 0.8134 0.1096

p< .0000, N = 34.

adaptation (Bontchev, 2016) by video expressions combined with
arousal inferred by electrodermal activity (Bontchev & Vassileva,
2016) result in higher improvement of game outcomes with doubled
effect size.

The third research question (RQ3) is about the accuracy of in-game
recognition of playing styles. For estimation of the measuring ac-
curacy, we applied the approach of Nogueira et al. (2013) employ-
ing the normalized residual sum of squares as a relative indicator of

the model's error. The model validation experiment proved that regres-
sion coefficients found by SI with domain experts can recognize play-
ing style with an average accuracy of 71.19%. On the other hand, re-
gression coefficients estimated by the LS method (Table 9) show an
average accuracy of estimation of playing styles equal to 76.51%. For
all the style scores, the estimation accuracy of the LS method always
appears to be better than that of the SI method. As expected, the accu-
racy of Pragmatist style estimation is relatively lower due to the lower
values of adjusted r2 for both the SI and LS methods.

As expected, the analysis revealed strong correlations of playing
styles reported by ADOPTA PSQ with learning styles measured by
Honey and Mumford's LSQ (Table 7). This fact encouraged us to in-
vestigate statistical measures of the model accuracy of learning style
prediction (Table 8). We found the average accuracy of learning style
prediction by the SI regression model to be 79.50% and that of the LS
regression model to amount to 82.71%. Therefore, both the models are
able to predict accurately not only ADOPTA playing styles but Honey
and Mumford's learning styles, as well (research question RQ4).

Table 8
Statistical measures of the model accuracy of learning style prediction.

Statistics Activist Reflector Theorist Pragmatist

SI LS SI LS SI LS SI LS

MAE 27.3333 29.2530 28.4733 26.9734 38.6667 39.4407 28.1887 26.1420
RMSE 11.3620 11.7942 11.3507 11.0293 13.3789 13.5499 11.7492 11.1194
r 0.7005 0.6853 0.6365 0.6391 0.7683 0.7769 0.6229 0.6566
r2 0.4907 0.4696 0.4051 0.4085 0.5902 0.6036 0.3881 0.4311
adjusted r2 0.4578 0.4354 0.3667 0.3703 0.5638 0.5780 0.2788 0.3295
Accuracy 78.45% 81.25% 80.40% 82.40% 87.79% 88.09% 71.36% 79.09%

p< .0000, N = 34.
MAE – maximal absolute error.
RMSE – root mean square error.

Table 9
Statistical measures of the model accuracy of playing style recognition for the validation experiment.

Statistics Competitor Dreamer Logician Strategist

SI LS SI LS SI LS SI LS

MAE 42.9333 43.3999 35.8177 26.1270 51.0256 55.4588 31.8275 28.5769
RMSE 12.4163 10.4543 14.9991 12.1565 14.7813 15.3213 11.6466 11.0125
r 0.8590 0.8921 0.7711 0.7594 0.7686 0.7412 0.6622 0.6362
r2 0.7379 0.7958 0.5946 0.5766 0.5907 0.5494 0.4384 0.4048
adjusted r2 0.7185 0.7807 0.5646 0.5453 0.5604 0.5160 0.3215 0.2808
Accuracy 79.40% 84.03% 70.51% 76.32% 70.77% 72.16% 64.10% 73.52%

p< .0000, N = 30.
MAE – maximal absolute error.
RMSE – root mean square error.
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7. Limitations

The present study was planned with several important limitations.
First, at all, it aims at an automatic recognition of a specific family
of playing styles conceived on top of the Kolb's theory of experien-
tial learning. ADOPTA playing styles are determined over the Pro-
cessing-Perception continuum and game tasks and performance met-
rics used for their recognition are selected especially according to the
experiential learning theory. For estimation of another family of play-
ing styles, different explanatory variables are to be taken into consid-
eration.

Second, accuracy and other statistics regarding playing style esti-
mation are based on using ADOPTA PSQ. The same goes for accu-
racy and statistics of learning style estimation and use of Honey and
Mumford's LSQ. Any bias in styles estimated through these question-
naires will result in biased statistics of automatic style estimation built
in the game.

Next, affective adaptation was implemented in ‘Rush for Gold’
by applying player's emotions inferred through still facial expressions
captured by Web camera once per second. Better approaches for in-
ference of emotional state of the player might result in higher im-
provement of performance metrics of game tasks used for player style
recognition.

Finally, the study was limited by the relatively small number of
participants (N = 34) for the first experiment and N = 30 for the second
one). The limitation was imposed by the extended procedure of the ex-
periment including a demonstration, an assisted training session and
two game sessions in random order – one without and another with af-
fective adaptation control. A higher number of participants would re-
quire longer time and overhead and, not last, a web-based video game
instead of the current desktop version of ‘Rush for Gold’. As well,
a web-based experimental instrument will allow testing reliability of
playing style recognition by performing multiple game sessions with
given player in different gameplay modes.

8. Conclusions

Adaptation of video games based on playing/learning style of the
player/learner remains a challenge for game designers and game-based
learning practitioners. Together with adaptation methods applying
player's performance or emotional state, it forms a solid fundament
for holistic implementation of player-centric game design (Bontchev,
2016). Therefore, validity and accuracy of playing style recognition
appear crucial for style-based adjustment of digital games, especially
when implemented in an ecologically valid context.

The article presented an approach for automatic recognition of both
playing and learning styles based on the Kolb's theory of experien-
tial learning. It revealed how multiple linear regression can be used
for modeling dependency between performance metrics of game tasks
and corresponding style of playing/learning in a simple yet power-
ful way. By means of identification and validation experiments, it
was proved that regression model coefficients found by both heuris-
tic and optimization approaches can be applied for effective recog-
nition of styles with high accuracy. Future work is going to include
experiments with a web-based version of the same game following a
simplified experimental procedure in order to involve a higher num-
ber of participants. The model can be applied for tailoring didacti-
cal content and tasks in the game to recognized playing or learn-
ing styles, which is proven for bringing benefits with regard to bet-
ter learning outcomes (Soflano et al., 2015). Additionally, style-based
adaptation of video game features can be used for adjusting

learning goals, feedback, error prevention and recovery, and under-
standing of goals and, thus, to enhance player's satisfaction and mo-
tivation (Birk et al., 2015), effectiveness, immersion, learnability and
other attributes of educational playability as a measure of player ex-
perience in educational games (Ibrahim, Gutiérrez, González Sánchez,
& Padilla Zea, 2012).

The automatic recognition of both playing and learning styles, to-
gether with adaptation of various features concerning game mechan-
ics, dynamics, and/or contents, can be generalized for different types
and genres of video games, because in any game we can find some ap-
propriate metrics of player outcomes related to a specific style, which
can be applied as explanatory variables. Recognized playing and/or
learning styles are appropriate for implementation of style-based adap-
tation not only of didactic content in educational games (Orji et al.,
2013; Vassileva, 2012), but for adjusting various features of mechan-
ics of any applied game for single player or multiple players accord-
ing to the personal style and traits of the individual player, as well. On
the other hand, studies of Fairclough and Gilleade (2012), Novak et al.
(2012), Yannakakis and Paiva (2014, pp. 459–471) and much more in-
cluding the present research have proved that affect-based adaptation
is able to increase playing outcomes and, as well, to enhance overall
game playability. Therefore, style-based adaptation is preferable to be
applied not in isolation, but together with methods for affective adap-
tation of gameplay using inference of player emotional state based on
efficient, accurate and non-obtrusive techniques.
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